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The Netherlands (Dutch: Nederland [ËˆneË•dÉ™rlÉ‘nt] ()) is a country located mainly in Northwestern
Europe.Together with three island territories in the Caribbean (Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba), it forms a
constituent country of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.The European portion of the Netherlands consists of
twelve provinces and borders Germany to the east, Belgium to the south, and the ...
Netherlands - Wikipedia
The Black Sea is a body of water and marginal sea of the Atlantic Ocean between Eastern Europe, the
Caucasus, and Western Asia. It is supplied by a number of major rivers, such as the Danube, Dnieper,
Southern Bug, Dniester, Don, and the Rioni.About a third of Europe drains into the Black Sea, including the
countries of Austria, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia ...
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